
Navigating the Unknown in Between  
An exhibition in constant change   -   Solo Ausstellung an der China Academy of Art Hangzhou 2017 
 

Die Solo Ausstellung mit der Son-Icons Raum-Installation eröffnet einen Kreations- und Denkraum in ständigem Wandel. Son-Icons aus Europa und neue Seiden-Skulpturen 
«bodies of sound» die in China entstanden sind, erzeugen Räume in Between. Diese Zwischenräume werden belebt mit einem interkulturellen Symposium, solo Performances, 
einer Kollaboration und Performance mit der Tänzerin Nunu Kong aus Shanghai und jeden Tag mit Temporary SoniCalligraphy und Partizipation der Studierenden der China 
Academy of Art sowie des Publikums mit Temporary Drawings und Calligraphy  - Zeichnungen und Schrift mit Wasser auf Stein.  

 

VIDEO Ein künstlerischer Remix aus der Solo-Ausstellung, der Performances, des inter-kulturellen Symposiums an der China Academy of Art in Hangzhou, sowie aus prägenden Film- und 
Audio-Sequenzen während der mehrmonatigen Artist Residency von Pro Helvetia in Shanghai, Hangzhou und Hongkong.  
 
Symposium: Musikanthropologin Dr. Adele Jing Wang, Philosoph Dr. Guang Yang, Kunsthistoriker Rémi Jarry 
Tanz: Nunu Kong & Performance Studierende der Masterclass der China Academy of Art, 
Son-Icon Raum-Installation, Performance, Idee & Konzept: Charlotte Hug 

 

Dank an Pro Helvetia für die Artist Residency in China und SIMA Chinese Academy of Art Hangzhou 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlCSkACa2ZI


Navigating the Unknown in Between  
                       gallery 
An exhibition in constant change -China Academy of Art Hangzhou 2017 
 

 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 











 
 
VIDEO Masterclass performance   
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOVqVPXwDdk


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Prozess und Folge-Ausstellungung 
Son-Icons in the middle Kingdom – Solo Ausstellung in der da Mihi Galerie 

2018   

 
https://www.damihi.com/ 
 

https://www.damihi.com/


Sonotopos Hangzhou & Shanghai 
Videos, 5 Kanal-Raumklanginstallation und animierte Seidenskulpturen 2018 

 
In der traditionellen chinesischen Landschaftsmalerei Shan Shui 
schweift der Blick in die Landschaft und zugleich nach innen. 
Hug erhorcht je sechs Wochen die urbanen Klänge von 
Shanghai und Hangzhou und hört zugleich in sich. Dadurch 
entstehen visuelle Sonotope. Die geformte Seide als Membran 
ist beidseitig bezeichnet von äusseren und inneren visuellen 
Klängen. 

 
Sound-Studies in Shanghai: Für unser Ohr unhörbare elektro-
magnetischen Felder werden in den hörbaren Bereich gewandelt 
und aufgezeichnet  -  z.B. Aufnahmen in der Untergrundbahn 
von Shanghai. 
 

 
Sonotopos - Hangzhou (Ausschnitt) Tusche auf Seide        Sonotopos-Shanghai (Ausschnitt) Tusche auf Seide  
Drehende Seiden-Skulptur 153x51cm 2018    Drehende Seiden-Skulptur 210 x 44 cm, 2017 



Sonotopoi  
Videoinstallation, interaktive 5 Kanal-Raumklanginstallation und drehende Seidenskulpturen Shanghai & Hangzhou 2017-18 

 
Klang kennt weder ein Unten noch ein Oben. Die Klangskulpturen Shanghai und  Hangzhou 
drehen,  bewegen und begegnen sich im schier schwerelosen Raum. Sie  sind sich 
gegenseitig Impuls und Reflexion.  

 
 
 VIDEO Originalvideo der Installation Sonotopoi 2018 

 
 
 
     
 
 
 

KURZVIDEO der Installation in der Da Mihi Gallery mit interaktivem Klang 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SXisONmzKg
https://youtu.be/br5EnXU30ww


SoniCalligraphy  
Video Installation mit partizipativen Interaktionsmöglichkeiten durch live Temporary Drawings für das Publikum 2017- 2018 

 
Temporary Calligraphy: Die flüchtige Kunst, Gedichte mit Wasser auf Stein zu 
kalligraphieren, welche bald wieder verdunsten und verschwinden, ist eine verbreitete 
Tradition in China. So zeichnet Hug während sechs Wochen visuelle Klänge auf 
Steinplatten des Xian Yang Parks in Shanghai. 
 
Die Zeichen verdunsten, wie die Klänge verhallten. Zeichnen ist eine Zeitkunst. Der 
Zeichenakt in sich geschieht im Strom der Zeit. Der Verdunstungsprozess bis zum 
vollständigen Verschwinden der Linien zeigt eine weitere Zeitdimension auf und 
verlangsamt den Prozess des Verhallens. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
VIDEO SoniCalligraphy, Cycles 2018 6.47 min. 

 
 
     
VIDEO SoniCalligraphy, Metamorphosis 2018 6.33 min. 

 
 
 
SoniCalligraphy: beidhändig mit Pinsel und Wasser auf chinesischen Spezialstoff 
gezeichnet. Die Wasserspuren erscheinen tiefschwarz und verschwinden beim 
Verdunsten vollständig.43x134 cm  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhDLFzl32sE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpU8bJP1L04&feature=youtu.be


Sound Washing Series 2017/18 

 

Mit wasserlöslicher Tinte werden die höchst vielfältigen Klangemissionen aus Shanghai und 
Hangzhou auf Seide aufgezeichnet. Durch wiederholte Auswaschungen des Seidenstoffes wird nach 
einer spezifischen Klangform des jeweiligen Ortes gesucht. Vermehrt wird wasserlösliche Tinte mit 
wasserfester Tusche vermischt, bis sich diese kaum mehr auswaschen lässt und ein visuelles 
Destillat, ein Ghost of Sound erscheint.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sound Washing Hangzhou 90 cm x 140 cm Tinte & Tusche auf Seide                                               Sound Washing Shanghai Xian Yan 1- 4 140 cm x 90 cm Tinte & Tusche auf Seide 
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China Encounters 

China Encounters is a column dedicated to sharing the experiences of visiting Swiss artists. In 
this issue, Swiss musician, composer, and visual artist Charlotte Hug explains her artistic 
vision and how her recent residency in China which broadened her creative horizons.  
 

Visual Sounds – Swiss expression with Chinese ink-painting 
Swissnews: How would you describe yourself as an artist and what inspired 
you to combine music with visual art? 

Charlotte Hug: I am a composer-performer and visual artist. I play my musical-
visual solo performances in distinctive locations worldwide. I travel to discover 
such spaces, often territories in transitions, and perform for people.  

My interdisciplinary work with Son-Icons – Visual Music has received 
international recognition in the visual and musical arenas. I am interested in 
creating compositions and musical settings in which musicians can discover, 
develop, and enrich their own musical resources within a broader context. For 
the public, my musical-visual room scores and installations offer a unique “inside 
view” into the creation of sounds and shapes.  
 
As long as I can remember, my thinking has been interdisciplinary. I imagine 
nothing else but thinking with my eyes and ears. Each medium reveals other 
contents. I question artistic ideas sonorifically, visually, spatially, scenically, 
location-specifically, and in all possible constellations. I strive to offer a plethora 
of perspectives and access points of a theme with my art to stimulate a process 
of multiple reading. Interaction between various media and disciplines is a main 

focus of my artistic work and teaching; it is a central method of artistic research.  
 
At the Zurich University of the Arts, I initiated and led the postgraduate Creation & Scenario in Music course. The 
ability to flexibly perform and competently navigate the demands of improvisation, composition, and staging of 
music has increasingly become a focus of attention in current music and art practice. Transdisciplinary 
collaboration between creative professionals of different disciplines is a highly fruitful and often uncharted artistic 
territory for new ideas.  
 
Spaces between the disciplines compel my work and offer new ground for innovation.  
 
Swissnews: Your specialty is blending viola and vocals. 
How is this linked to your artistic expression?    
 
Charlotte Hug: I started playing the violin at the age of four. 
My grandfather taught me for the first 10 years. The sonic 
relationship between the viola and voice then persuaded me 
to change from the violin to the viola. The viola and voice 
have strong synergetic forces, but also dualisms and 
stimulating antagonisms. The blend of the viola and voice 
creates a new hybrid instrument, which often sounds 
electronically alienated giving the viola and voice a single, 
indistinguishable sound. 
 
Swissnews: What is the main theme you aim to convey through your artistic works? 
 
Charlotte Hug: The core of my work is Son-Icons and listening is my passion. I want to get close to the sounds – 
to “touch” and “watch” them. While listening to concerts or traveling on the subway, I listen and depict each sound 
vibration almost seismographically with each hand. Through the visual-corporeal track of the drawing process, I 

 © photo Alberto Venzago 

Exhibition in change with temporary Son-Icons © 

Sun  Wanrui 
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“touch” the music and let my pencils “dance.” Drawing is also a time-based art. This was the beginning of my 
work with Son-Icons.  
 
Later, I imagine the music and draw its primal structures with both hands on semi-transparent paper. The 
rhythmical and energetic stroke of the brush is then translated in the bowing or vocal line. In Son-Icons, the 
drawings on semi-transparent paper can be read rotated, mirrored, forward or backward. They can even be seen 
in retrograde or via retrograde inversion in a clear, historical reference to J. S. Bach. I have developed my music 
by means of a reciprocal musical-visual process. The pencil drawings representing these sounds are then 
extended into spatial scores. By entering and moving within the spatial score, new "sonic views" are made 
possible. Thus, I’ve developed a musical-visual composition method. In creating video and room scores, I transfer 
the solo to choral and orchestral works into intermediate contexts.  
 
Son-Icons can also be experienced as autonomous visual artworks. They have been shown on several continents 
in galleries, “off-spaces,” museums, and other spaces. 
 

Swissnews: What did your program in China entail and what impressed 
you most during your residency?  
 
Charlotte Hug: This artist in residence program was my first visit to 
China. Pro Helvetia Shanghai is committed to cultural exchanges 
between China and Switzerland. With their artist-in-residence program, I 
was able to conduct artistic research on Son-Icons in the Middle 
Kingdom. I also studied calligraphy and Chinese landscape painting for 
three months in Shanghai and Hangzhou, met and collaborated with 
Chinese artists, and created new works. I am very grateful for this unique 
opportunity. 
 

What touched me most were the numerous Chinese people practicing 
water calligraphy in public – what a corporeal-spiritual and philosophical 
act of daily practice!  

 
I listened to sounds at Xiangyang Park and many other places in Shanghai. I also “painted” Son-Icons on the 
ground using water. A deep interaction between the ephemeral visual shapes and sounds evolved from these 
experiences.  
 
Swissnews: What inspiration did you find during your three months 
in Shanghai and Hangzhou, and how did you channel that into your 
art? 
 
Charlotte Hug: My main source of inspiration was through 
interacting with people. I interviewed calligraphy masters, 
collaborated with philosophers, scholars, and artists, and 
encountered many wonderful, curious people. I even sang with a 
spontaneous improvised performance by musicians at People’s 
Square in Shanghai.  
 
My exhibition at the China Academy of Art (CAA), entitled 
“Navigating the Unknown in Between,” provided a central platform 
for exchange. I brought Son-Icons from Europe and created new 
sculptural Son-Icons with silk from China. This Son-Icon installation 
was revitalized by a solo performance. There was also a symposium with philosopher Guang Yang, music 
anthropologist and sound artist Adel-Jing Wang, art historian Rémi Jarry, as well as a duo performance with 
Shanghai dancer Nunu Kong.  
 
Finally, I held workshops with CAA students. I was fascinated by their exceptional ability to concentrate and I 
thoroughly enjoyed my teaching experience. The students’ questions and audience participation in discussions 
were both fruitful and inspiring.  
 

Navigating the Unknown in between © 

Sun Wanrui 

First approach at Xiangyang Park in 

Shanghai 
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Chinese shanshui (“mountain water” landscape paintings) are expressions of the soul. They inspired my sonic 
“landscapes” with Son-Icons. I would listen to the landscape and urban spaces, make recordings of 
electromagnetic fields with special microphones, and then paint Son-Icons while listening to sounds and their 
reverberations. What initially seems idyllic quickly evolves into a burning issue for today’s urban rhythms and 
acoustic environment. Son-Icons gives audiences sonic-visual topographies. 
 
Swissnews: Were you inspired by Chinese culture prior to coming to China and, if so, how did this influence your 
work? 
 
Charlotte Hug: I was first inspired to pursue my residency in China at an exhibition at the Museum of Art in 
Lucerne in 2011. As artist étoile (lead artist), I had a solo show with Son-Icons at the Museum of Art. The 
exhibition, “Shanshui - Landscape in Chinese Contemporary Art”, was being held at the same time – a stroke of 
genius on the part of director Peter Fischer. For me, it was a special moment of artistic synchronicity. I deeply felt 
the inner-relationship between the Son-Icons and Chinese landscape painting in addition to the essence of 
Chinese calligraphy. Shanshui and the graphic compositions of calligraphy thereafter became an important focus 
in my artistic research. 

 
Swissnews: You have performed in many countries. How do Chinese audiences 
respond to your performances compared with other countries? 
 
Charlotte Hug: I play on different continents but also have important 
international collaborations, such as with the Lucerne Festival Academy.  
 
In the piece “Nachplasmen” I composed for this orchestra founded by Pierre 
Boulez, our musicians came from five continents. I offered special coaching to 
each musician as the Son-Icons are to be read and the music can be inspired 
and shaped. With Chinese and Asian musicians, I feel they share a special 
affinity with the Son-Icons.  
 
Son-Icons are like calligraphy “hybrids” between writing and art. I have noticed a 
particularly rapid and extremely detailed visual perception from Asian musicians, 
not to mention a special “visual intelligence.”  
 
During my residency in China, the Son-Icons were met by Chinese audiences 

with great interest and curiosity. During my exhibition, essential questions were 
asked. This special susceptibility of the Son-Icons from Chinese audiences 

served as an important bridge to understanding my music.  
 
Chinese audiences’ many touching reactions to my work left me very touched. I hope these exchanges 
contributed to a deeper artistic understanding through sounds and signs rather than just words.  
 
Swissnews: What are your future plans? Do they involve a return to China? 
 
Charlotte Hug: Two solo exhibitions under the theme “Son-Icons in the Middle Kingdom” are planned: one in 
Zurich at the Visarte Gallery in early December 2017, and another at the Galerie da Mihi in Berne in May 2018. 
I’m also planning to release a new solo CD for viola and voice. 
 
Looking to the future, I hope to build on the precious collaborations I fostered during my residency in China. I am 
keen to provide workshops for students and show my work as it develops long term.  
 
The intervals between the cultures offer new spaces for thoughts and creativity, and my artistic focus is firmly on 
these spaces. 
 

© photo Alberto Venzago 
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